Funny Wedding Toasts Examples:
(1) “Raise your glasses to both [daughter’s partner] and me as we’ve each gained
something this fine and blessed day. He/She gains a wife and a companion for
life – while I gain a whole new stack of bills to pay.”

(2) “To the two secrets to a long-lasting happy marriage:
Here’s to a good sense of humour –and a short memory!”
(3) “Before we raise a glass to the newlyweds, I’d like to share a Pauline Thomason
quote with you: ‘Love is blind – marriage is the eye-opener.’ To the happy
couple!”

(4) “May our children be blessed with rich parents!”

(5) “Here’s to you and here’s to me, I hope we never disagree, But if, perchance, we
ever do, Then here’s to me, to hell with you.”

(6) “[Groom] stole [bride’s] heart, so she stole his last name. All in all, I would say
that things worked out quite nicely. Let us toast to these lovebirds on their
wedding day.”

(7) “Congratulations on the termination of your isolation and may I express an
appreciation of your determination to end the desperation and frustration which
has caused you so much consternation in giving you the inspiration to make a
combination to bring an accumulation to the population.”

(8) “[BRIDE] and [GROOM], before I finish, I’d like you to turn to face each other.
You’re now looking into the eyes of the person who is statistically most likely to
murder you. To the bride and groom!”

(9) “To keep a marriage brimming with love in the loving cup- When you are wrong,
admit it and when you are right, shut up!”

(10)

“May all your ups and downs come only in the bedroom.”

(11) “To the bride – may she share everything with her husband, including the
housework!”

(12) “Before we raise our glasses to the happy couple, I’d like to make a toast to
wives and lovers everywhere – may they never, ever cross paths!”

(13)

“I have known many, Liked not a few, Loved only one – I toast to you.”

(14) “For one more time, I’m going to ask everyone to charge their glasses and –
for those who still can – stand, and raise a glass to the newlyweds”

(15)

“To our best friends, who know the most about us, but refuse to believe it.”

